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Abstract

Here we show some qualitative comparisons between EBP and two baselines, namely, RSTN (2D) and VNet (3D). The materials were not put in the main article due to the space limit.

Qualitative Results

In this part, we compare the segmentation results by RSTN [2], VNet [1] and EBP. We choose one case from our dataset and one case from the MSD spleen dataset, respectively.

To compare the different behaviors between EBP and two baselines, we display some slice-wise segmentation results in Figure 1. We can see that EBP often produces results in a good shape, even when the image is impacted by some unusual conditions in CT scan. In comparison, RSTN and VNet produce segmentation by merging several parts (RSTN: slices, VNet: patches), therefore, in such extreme situations, some parts can be missing and thus segmentation accuracy can be low. On the other hand, the most common issue that harms the accuracy of EBP is the inaccuracy in distinguishing inner pivots from outer pivots. Under regular conditions, EBP is often more sensitive to the boundary of the targets, as it is especially trained to handle these cases – an example comes from the visualization results in the MSD spleen dataset, which demonstrates that EBP sometimes produces better results than the ground-truth especially near the boundary areas.
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Figure 1. 2D visualization of segmentation results (best viewed in color). In each row, from left to right: ground-truth, EBP, RSTN, VNet. The top part shows one special case in our multi-organ segmentation dataset. In this case, the image looks differently compared to most training images, due to some unusual situations during the CT scan. In this case, kidney segmentation results of both RSTN and VNet are heavily impacted whereas EBP works reasonably well. EBP produces unsatisfactory results on spleen segmentation, mainly because a part of pivots are not recognized as inner pivots. By simply tuning down the threshold by a little bit, EBP reports 86.44% on spleen segmentation, which surpasses both RSTN and VNet. The bottom part shows a case in the MSD spleen dataset, which we can observe how imperfect annotation affects DSC evaluations. In both rows, the ground-truth annotations do not cover the entire spleen. RSTN and VNet somehow miss a small margin close to the boundary, while EBP produces obviously better results but gets lower DSC scores. This tells us (i) ground-truth annotations in medical images are often imperfect; (ii) DSC values above the human level (e.g., it can be defined as the average DSC between two individual human labelers, but such numbers are not available in most datasets) do not accurately reflect the absolute quality of segmentation, and in this scenario, a higher DSC does not guarantee better segmentation.